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"I just want to live hdppily ever after, every now and then"
Jimmy Buffett
Cuban experience the
Anthony Dominquezi g wprpere about thpirt eir trinp and thetrip opnrw I
Staff Writer
On Tuesday, Sept. 14, faculty
members from all disciplines gath-
ered for what was the College of
Wooster's first Faculty at Large lec-
ture of the year. The lecture featured
a thought provoking presentation by
the Hales Fund Faculty Travel Ex-
perience in light of their ten-da- y ex-
ploratory trip to Havana, Cuba this
past summer. While in Cuba (the fac-
ulty members investigated questions
regarding poverty and literacy rate,
along with child and community de-
velopment in urban and rural areas.
In its fourth year of existence,
the Hales Study Fund started as a
reading groujitfach fall and con-
cludes with a trip abroad follow-
ing the end of the academic year.
This year the grqup was composed
of
.nine Wooster professors and
faculty members from a variety
of different departments, includ-
ing Matthew Broda, Joan Furey,
Heather Fitz Gibbon, Bill Macau-le- y,
Beth Ann Muellner, Direc-
tor Rikki Palmer, Alison Schmidt,
James Warner, and Megan Wereley.
Throughout the year they
formed the question reflecting this
year's theme and founding their
investigation: what types of com-
munities nurture the development
of a child's well-bei- ng and provide
strong educational systems?
.
During their trip, the group vis-
ited schools, neighborhood organi-
zations, a teacher's union, a medical
school, urban and rural communi-
ties, and the famous literary and
art museum of Casa de Las Ameri-
cas. Their time was also well spent
soaking up the historical and com-
plex vibes or 'ondas' that old Ha-
vana has to offer. It rapidly became
evident just how excited the faculty
focus of first Faculty at Large
"v,,
President Cornwell speaks addresses the attendees at the first Faculty at Large lecture
which discussed the group which traveled to Cuba sponsored by the Hales Study Fund.
During their trip, the group visited schools, various neighborhoods, a teacher's union,
and a medical school (Photo by Mara Bartlett).
Communication week to showcase esteemed alumni
College of Wooster Alumnus, Angela (Massonh Kates '97.
Kates is Chief of Staff at American Family Life Assurance
Company. The other speaker, Dr. Rachel Bibler '04 is an
audiologist at the Cleveland Clinic (Photo courtesy OPI).
Madelyn Halstead
Editor In Chief
Next week will mark the begin-
ning of the annual Communication
Week. .One, if not the, highlight
of the week is sure to be the Com-
munication Department's Alumni
Forum. This year's speakers are
News
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MEMBER
portunity to present their hndings.
The lecture, which was held
in Lean Lecture Hall in Wishart,
commenced with a few words from
President Cornwell, jokingly pro-
claiming how great it was to see
'independent minds' traveling to-
gether. He was quick to elaborate
on the value of interdisciplinary
field study, calling itv "a tremen-
dously powerful learning tool."
Heather Fitz Gibbons, Dean for
Faculty Development and profes-
sor of sociology and anthropology,
followed President Cornwell out-
lining what made Cuba such and
interesting choice for this year's
trip in relation to the research ques-
tion. He remarked first Cuba has
nearly a 100 percent literacy rate,
and, the faculty group wanted to
examine these issues in a differ-
ent economic system than our own.
As the presentation continued,
the faculty members took turns
summarizing different aspects of
their research. While investigating
the topic of community develop-
ment, the group visited a compre-
hensive workshop for neighborhood
change, learning just how effective
a collaboration of professionals can
be at the grassroots level in man-
dating the needs of a community.
Warner presented one of the more
interesting aspects of the lecture,
commenting on the stunning differ-
ence in Cuba's GDP and Human De-
velopment Index (44), compared
to the United States (-- 4). Continu-
ing with discussion of the economy,
the faculty as a whole made sure
to point out the difference in mon-
etary systems for tourists com-
pared to Cubans, as government
subsidized social programs rely on
the higher priced items for visitors.
The focus then shifted to the
Angela (Massoni) Kates '97, Chief
of Staff at American Family Life
Assurance Company (AFLAC) and
Dr. Rachel Bibler '04, Cochlear Im-
plant Audiologist at the Cleveland
Clinic. According to Dr. Margaret
Wick of the Communication Stud-
ies department, "the purpose of the
forum is to have former students
talk to current students about what
Features Editor Elle
Bloom shares with us
her opinion on the Koran
burning controversy. For
more, turn to page 3.
Anne Rosencrans tells
us why the new Greek
housing options are not
all bad. To read her full
opinion, see page 3.
arts and education. In Havana, mu-
sicians and artists committed to
carrying on the cultural tradition
of Cuba were abundant, often striv-
ing to sell their work. During the
visits to various schools, the values
of a universal education system
were apparent, preparing children
for meeting societal objectives and
continuing the revolution. How-
ever, with further investigation the
question arose: can this education
they do in their current jobs, tell
them how they got there, talk about
how their experience at the Col-
lege has influenced their career
paths and offer advice to students."
Experience is something that
both Kates and Bibler have a great
deal of under their belts, boast-
ing successful careers which
are in many ways attributed to
their time spent at the College.
Kates, a native to the Wooster
community, was unsure of her fu-
ture when she :
prepare a child for integration into
a global economy? Macauley con-
cluded by describing the national
literacy campaign following the
Cuban revolution, a program where
younger students actually taught
older generations. Through all as-
pects of ;the lecture, it was appar-
ent the impact that an almost per-
fect literacy rate has on a country.
However, the faculty was clear
to point out the ambiguous space
intellect and, more importantly,
in myself," Kates told the College.
After her time at Wooster Kates
wertt on to earn her Master's de-
gree in Communication from
Wake Forest University. While
there, Kates switched gears be-
coming more interested in the
organizational side of business.
After finishing her education
Kates pursued a career in marketing
and communication securing her
first position at MCI WorldCom in
Atlanta. After
AFLAC that
Kates' career re- -
graduated high two years with
school tak-- "The purpose Of the MCI Kates left
ing a year and f()rum is tQ for her position to
a half off and , ta'te UP another,n
waiting tables Hier StUClentS talk tO as Customer
until she decided current Students about Relations man- -
:SPt what they dp in their Tlh
sue. Eventually Current jobs"
. nr t ally t00! flight.Margaret WICK She landed in her
Communication curr,entr psitio"
as Chief of Staff.
Kates told
Kates decided
The College of m
Wooster was the
path she would Professor of
tread down.
"I still wasn't "
certain about college, but because
I grew up in Wooster, there was a
manageable amount of uncertainty
here. Once I got to the College, it
felt just right," Kates comment-
ed in the College's press release.
Taking off quickly, Kate earned
her degree in three and a half years
graduating with a degree in Com-
munication Studies. "There was a
time in my life when I never could
have imagined doing something
like this, but I am convinced that
Wooster, with its small classes and
an intimate sense of community,
helped me build confidence in my
r
L
Taylor Keegan discuss-
es diversity and peace
in the "I'm on Board"
campaign. To read the
full story, turn to page 4.
the College that as Chief of Staff,
"my job is to gather information
and offer advice to assist in the decis-
ion-making process, I serve as a
sounding board tor our president,
Paul Amos, and a proxy for deci-
sions that can be made at this level."
Bibler, a more recent gradu-
ate of the College boasts an im-
pressive list of academic accom-
plishments during her time at
the College of Wooster. Before
graduating Cum Laude with De-
partmental Honors and a degree in
Communication Sciences and Disor-
ders, Bibler was also a member of
J
A&E Editor George
Myatt reviews this
year's VMAs. Turn
to p$ge 5 to read his
full perspective.
: (,i
which Cuba occupies in its political,
societal, and economic structure.
Navigating the questions of the U.S.
Embargo and the continued social
revolution, they saw both positive
and negative aspects of Cuban life
in relation to community and child
development. Put best by Fitz Gib-
bons, "We cannot say that based on
our brief visit that we understand
or know Cuba, but we certainly
have more informed questions."
Phi Beta Kappa and awarded the
Ohio Speech-Language-Hear- ing
Association Outstanding Under-
graduate Student as well as the Na-
tional Communication Association
Stephen A. Smith Award for Best
Student Authored Research Paper.
Interested in continuing her
education in speech, language and
hearing disorders Bibler went on to
pursue her Doctor of Audiology de-
gree from the Northeast Ohio Au.D.
Consortium (NOAC). NOAC is a
joint program between Kent State
University, University of Akron
and the Cleveland Clinic. Before
receiving her degree in Aug. 2008
Bibler was awarded another award
from the Ohio Speech-Language-Hear- ing
Association for being an
Outstanding Graduate Student.
After graduation Bibler be-
gan working for the Cleveland
Clinic as a Cochlear Implant Au-
diologist where she remains today.
According to her resume her
clinical interests include "audiologic
evaluation of pediatric population,
hearing aid and assistive listen-
ing device fittings with pediatric
and adult population, evaluation
and assessment of individuals who
are cochlear implant candidates
or who have a cochlear implant,
and auditory-base- d therapy with
children who have hearing loss."
Both speakers are sure to serve as
examples for students as to just how
important a Wooster degree can be
and Wick believes that Communica-
tion Week is one way to make stu-
dents more aware. "Communication
week is a week in which we attempt
to promote awareness of our depart-
ment and what we do," said Wick.
J
Sports Editor Ana Bag-gian- o
updates us on
men's soccer's unde-
feated season. Page 7
has the story.
CAMPUS
Student experiences
earthquake abroad
Andrew Collins '12 currently
studying abroad in Christchurch,
New Zealand has already had a
unique abroad experience after be-
ing in the midst of a 7.1 magnitude
earthquake. The earthquake oc-
curred on Sept. 4 and caused ex-
tensive damage to the city where
the geology major is studying. In
his blog Collins wrote, "Cars were
crushed; facades had been torn
from buildings and had basically
fallen face-fir- st into the street; fire
trucks, police cars and ambulances
were going every which way; and
bulldozers were being unloaded off
flatbeds at every street corner. It
definitely seemed a b'it like a dream."
Collins is safe.
LOCAL
Local man arrested
for credit card theft
According to the Daily Record, a
Wooster man was arrested for re-
ceiving stolen property Monday
shortly after using a credit card
taken from a booth at the Wayne
County Fair. Todd Miles, 24, was
arrested by the Wayne County
Sheriff's department this week af-
ter using the stolen credit card to
order a pizza delivered to his house.
The Sheriff's department was able
to track the order to his residence.
The credit card was reported stolen
Monday from a small black back-
pack at the fair where a worker left
her bag at the booth where she was
working. Miles signed his name to
the receipt and evidence was found
in his trash. They were able to ar-
rest Miles quickly with evidence and
stop any further credit card fraud.
WORLD
Russia and Norway
end 40-ye- ar dispute
Russia and Norway signed a deal
Wednesday that defines their mari-
time border, settling a long-runni- ng
dispute that has affected commercial
fishing and energy interests, accord-
ing to CNN.com. Over 40 years of
debate over the region in the Baltic
Sea and Arctic Ocean were resolved
with this agreement. The talks have
occurred recently between Russian
President Dmitry Medvedev and
Norwegian Prime Minister Jens
Stoltenberg. The deal not only cre-
ates borders but lifts a 30-ye- ar mor
atorium on oil and gas extraction.
Russia and Norway are expected to
ratify the treaty simultaneously.
France works to
raise retirement age
CNN.com reports that France's
National Assembly passed a contro
versial bill to raise the national re
tirement age Wednesday after a tu
multuous legislative session that ran
through the night and included in
sults and name-calli- ng on both sides.
The proposal passed 329 to 233. The
current age of retirement in France
is 60 and workers have already to be-
gun to protest the two-ye- ar increase
including multiple national strikes
and demonstrations. The largest
national strike thus far occurred on
Septemeber 7th when thousands of
workers united against the reform.
NATIONAL
MGM defends safety
after lion attack
According to CNN.com, MGM
Resorts defended its safety practic-
es Wednesday after amateur video
surfaced showing a lion attacking
its trainer inside its habitat at the
MGM Grand in Las Vegas, Nevada,
as horrified visitors to the hotel
looked on. The trainer was sent to
a hospital for treatment and released
earlier this month. MGM. defend-
ed the lion habitat in a statement
Wednesday, saying the handlers
"uphold the highest safety standards
at all times." MGM still claims that
animal attacks are extremely rare
and this is not a normal occurrence.
The trainer is now in good health.
. -- Bites compiled by Grainne Carlin
Last week, the quotations said
by President Obama in the eco-
nomic proposal article on page 1
were taKen from CNN.com. An ed-
itor erred.While we strive for ex-
cellence every week, we, too, some-
times fall short.' Please send your
corrections to Voicewooster.edu
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Large turnout for campus-wid- e
( )
Students lit candles at 9:11p.m.
(Photo by Linda Kuster).
Graham Zimmerman
Staff Writer
This past Saturday marked
the ninth anniversary of Sept. 1 1,
2001, when terrorists flew two
planes into the World Trade Cen .in
ter buildings, one into the Penta-
gon, as well as crashing a fourth in
rural Pennsylvania, killing a total
2,975 people. Although shrouded
by threats of Koran burnings
and retaliation from radical ter-
rorist groups, Wooster students,
faculty, and members ot the sur-
rounding Wooster community
gathered last Saturday evening in
SECTION editors:
Laney Austin
Grainne Carlin
College awarded grantfor environmental studies
Amanda Sidman
Staff Writer
The College of Wooster's Envi- -
ronmental Studies Program has re-- 1
ceived a three-yea- r, $254,000 grant
from the Andrew W. Mellon Foun-
dation to strengthen, expand and
diversify the program as a field of
study. The Environmental Studies
Program at the College is a young
discipline. It began in 2007 when
several interested faculty members,
using funds awarded by former
president Stan Hales, held planning
workshops to develdp the initia-
tive steps to create the new depart
ment. They pitched the idea to the
Educational Policy Committee, and
in January of 2008, Environmen-
tal Studies was available as a minor.
Today, the Environmental Stud
ies Program is still offered as a mi
nor and calls on faculty from across
the disciplines, pulling their ideas
together to approach environmen
tal issues from a variety of view-
points. With 29 declared minors
and evident student interest in the
courses, the finances and time in-
vested in kick starting the new pro
gram has thus far been a success.
Perhaps the early advancement
Show off your)
investigative
skills!
Become a
writer for the
News section
of the Voice!
E-m- ail the News Editors
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wooster.edu
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u
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to represent each year since
the Lowry Student Center to mark
this anniversary and reflect on it.
Students and residents young and
old, male and female, American and
international all attended the event.
Unlike many other vigils that
took place across the country, those
Wooster were given the opportu-
nity to reflect through the eyes of
both American citizens and inter-
national students. Student leaders
from groups such as Student Gov-
ernment Association, Freethinkers
Club, Student Advocates for Di-
versity, Noor and the Democratic
Socialists all spoke. "The student
leaders reflected on their memories
of 911, how the attacks affected
of the program has made seeking
more funds for its development pos-
sible. Also helpful was that clearly de-
fined goals were developed prior to the
request for support. Susan Clayton,
Chair of the Environmental Studies
program and professor of psychol-
ogy at the College says that "two
goals were of primary importance:
to provide stability to the program
and to help us develop and grow."
Stability will be provided to the
program by the addition of a full-ti- me
faculty member specific to the
field of Environmental Studies since
as of now it relies on members with
specializations in other areas in-
cluding psychology, biology, chem-
istry, geology, economics, political
science, sociology and philosophy.
According to Clayton, the faculty
member position will be picked up
after the three years for which the
grant has been awarded so as to
project the benefits into the future.
Growth will be attained through
the development of the existing pro-
gram. The money received through
the Mellon grant will go in part to the
addition of new and diverse courses
within the department. "It also in-
cludes money for faculty travel, so
that faculty members can acquire new
information and skills and develop
Information
Vandalism
'I
Lawn of house littered with beer cans
Someone broke light globe SW exit
Alcohol
Consumption of alcohol underage
Drunk and trouble walking
underage
Possession of alcohol, underage
Theft
Master set of keys stolen from desk
Laptop stolen from office
COW card taken while at Party on
the Green
Coach reported camcorder stolen
Property
Lacrosse player broken window
Fire Alarm
Smoke in elevator shaft set off alarm
'Someone pulled station on second
floor
Breaking and Entering
Caught in the act attempting to steal
four laptop computers
Animal Call
Notified SPS about bat, caught and
release
Bat found in building, caught and
release
the attacks of Sept. 11, 2001
them, and shared with the gather-
ers their insight on what Sept. 11
means to them today," said Taylor
Keegan '11, who spoke at the event.
Along with reflections from
student leaders, the vigil included
speeches by President Grant Corn-wel- l,
Economics professor Dr. Amy-a- z
Moledina, as well as Susan Lee
from the Center for Diversity and
Global Engagement. The Wooster
vigil also involved readings and
interpretations from the Koran by
Wooster students. "With all that
has been happening in the news
surrounding the anniversary, I be-
lieve it was important for us to re
flect on the Koran, even if we don't
The grant will go towards improving the staffing of the Envi-
ronmental Studies Department (Photo by Linda Kuster).
new interests that they can share with
students on campus," says Clayton.
NoJ only will faculty members seek
new information by traveling away
from campus, they will also use grant
money to bring experts in the field
to the College to speak to students.
. As far as offering an Environ-
mental Studies major in the future,
the College is open to the possibility.
Funds from the Mellon Foundation
grant are being applied to an up-
coming faculty retreat during which
Campus Security Briefs
Aug. 21- - Sept. 17
Location
Troyer House
P.E.C.
Troyer House
Beall and Univ.
Troyer House
Conipton Hall
Luce Hall
Campus Quad
Compton' Hall
Douglass Hall
Mateer
Holden
Morgan Hall
Miller Manor
Holden Hall
911 vigil
share the same beliefs, in order to
both learn and understand what it
means to the people who believe in
it," Anthony Dominguez '11 said.
One candle was lit for every
year since 2001 and at 9:11 p.m.
the gatherers observed a moment
of silence for those who have lost
their lives because of the attacks.
The event was in large part
put together by Interfaith Campus
Ministries and chaplain director
of OICM Linda Morgan-Clemen- t.
"The purpose of the event was to
honor the victims of the Sept. 11,
2001 attack, both on that day and
into the present. Our hope was to
, both honor the victims of the attack
and raise awareness about the on-
going death and violence that is in
many ways a result of that event,"
said Rev. Linda Morgan-Clemen- t.
Unfortunately, the ninth an-
niversary of the Sept. 11 terror-
ist attacks was given more than
usual media attention for regret-
table reasons. This past Sept. 11
was overshadowed by threats of
Koran burnings from a Florida pas-
tor as well as nationwide debates
over the proposed construction of
a new mosque located near Ground
Zero in New York City. Whether
or not these events had an impact
on the number of students who at-
tended is up for debate. However,
the large number of students and
residents who attended this vigil
shows that the attacks of 911
are not too far in the past. As the
time gap between Sept. 1 1 and
today increases, events like the
campus vigil are a good way to
remember the great sacrifice that
many Americans faced on this day.
this question will be raised and dis-
cussed. The continued success of
the program as well as student in-
terest are two important factors in
making that decision. As to whether
or not Environmental Studies will
someday be an official major at The
College of Wooster, the award re-
ceived is a big stepping stone in
that direction, and we can certainly
expect to see some big changes and
accomplishments made by the pro-
gram this year and in years to come.
DateTime
9129:53 a.m.
91210:21 p.m.
91112:05 a.m.
912 1:01 a.m.
91112:05 a.m.
991 1:10 a.m.
9101:00 p.m.
91010:40 p.m.
985:44 p.m.
977:23 p.m.
9710:37 a.m.
9121:50 a.m.
9109:48 p.m.
8269:44 p.m.
" 82 14:25 p.m.
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This Mondav marked the start of
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which honors those professionals who make the world a cleaner, healthier
and more pleasant place for us each day. According to the International
Executive Housekeepers Association
world wide since 1981.
As Wooster students, we have the
keep our bathrooms and dormitories
their presence in our halls each day, but
they do?
As much as people may complain
the fact is that there are many staff members who prepare our meals and
clean our dishes for us every day.
We should all be grateful that Wooster provides these services for us to
make our lives easier. By providing these services, we, as students, are able
to spend more time focused on our academics, extra-curricul- ar activities
and having fun.
We would certainly notice if the Lowry workers didn't show up to work
or if our custodians failed to clean our bathrooms, but how often do we
express our appreciation for their services? Throughout this week, when
you see your custodian cleaning your bathroom or see a Lowry worker
cleaning up, stop and tell them thank you for all that they do for us. Their
services are an invaluable part of this campus, without which our lives
would be seriously interrupted.
' Although International Housekeepers Week lasts for just seven days,
don't let our kindness and appreciation towards our custodians and food
service members end here." Continue
members for all that they do for Wooster's campus throughout the school
year by simply showing your appreciation every day.
Program Housing issues
I was sitting in the library the oth- - accepted fewer students to the Class
er night when I overheard two girls
talking about the security reports in
The Voice. Ap-
palled by the
number of se-
curity reports
that had come
from a certain
Anne Rosencram house, they be--
gan to complain
about how they couldn't believe
that Greeks forced other groups to
change program houses.
As a member of the Greek com-
munity, I felt frustrated. The reloca-
tion of Greek housing has not been
ea'sy on anyone, but Greek Housing
did not kick people out of program
houses. Existing programs were
simply relocated to other campus
houses. Greeks did not have the op-
tion of choosing their houses, and
some groups were never given their
own house (the school had seven
houses available to fit 10 Greek
groups).
While some students may be frus-
trated because Greeks are now liv-
ing iii program houses, most Greek
students were equally frustrated by
the loss of Bissman Hall. Bissman
was a central part of many Greek
traditions and memories, and saying
goodbye to Bissman felt like mov-
ing away from a good friend. Many
Greek members feel bittersweet
about the relocation. Chris Haslam,
'12, a member of Beta Kappa Phi,
said, "It's been good and bad. Having
a house has made us closer as a fra-
ternity, but it is hard to be separated
from the other groups."
As a result of the abnormally
large incoming class, Wooster now
has to cope with unprecedented is-
sues in housing, dining, and instruct-
ing their students. Students want
someone to blame for the issue, be
it Greeks, first-year- s, or the admin-
istrative system, but the situation is
no one's fault. The school actually
t ' voice " jViewpoints
Elle Bloom, Features Editor
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Mike Haggerty, Sports Editor.
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web site, IHW has been celebrated
luxury of a staff of custodians Who
clean for us. We have come to expect
do we stop to thank them for what
about the quality of food in Lowry,
to recognize these valuable staff
of 2014 than they did to the Class
of 2013 or the Class of 2012, but no
one was prepared to have 625 of the
admitted students for the Class of
2014 actually enroll at Wooster (plus
another 1 3 transfer students).
So now we are a campus of 2,000
instead of 1,800. Obviously an
11 percent increase in the size of
the student body is going to in
volve some changes, but complain
ing about housing or the crowds in
Lowry at noon will not make the
changes any easier. Let's remember
that we are a campus of 2,000... not
20,000. We are lucky enough to at-
tend a school that provides housing
for us every year; at some schools,
the freshmen are the only ones who
have that guarantee.
I have actually been amazed by
how the Greek community has been
able to adapt this year. Inter-Gre- ek
Council has had to find a new loca
tion for meetings, and activities like
rush and Greek Week are going to
need to adapt as well, but everyone
seems determined to make the situa
tion work. At the beginning of this
school year, I thought the relocation
of Greek groups would push the
Greek community apart, but I was
wrong. I have been a part of Greek
life at Wooster for more than a year
and a half, and I have seen more
strength, unity and loyalty in the
Greek system than I could have ever
imagined. For the Greek community,
Bissman was not just a residence hal
it was a home. We may not share
that home any longer, but there are
seven houses on campus that are
, slowly collecting new memories and
traditions. There is a special bond
that keeps the Greek community at
Wooster strong whether we have
one big home, or seven little ones.
Anne Rosencrans is a new contributor to
the Voice. Site can be reached fur com
ment at ARosencmnsl2wooster.edu.
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Editorial cartoon by Gus
Grades do
Professor of Economics Amyaz
Moledina said an interesting phrase
uring my first semester at Wooster:
'Grades do
not matter; it's
what you learn3 that matters.'At the time, I
considered his
opinion to be
Usman Gul bizarre on mul-
tiple grounds.
First, I thought, my grades clearly
represent how well I have learned
the coursework. Second, I believed
that outstanding grades can pave
the way for renowned graduate
schools. Of course grades matter!
It was much later that I realized the
fallacy in my chain of thoughts.
In due time, I realized good
grades often do not culminate into
successful careers. I was naive to as
sume that grades are a true repre-
sentation of what we learn. Some
times students memorize answers to
review questions before an exam to
score a good grade without grasp-
ing the most essential concepts. It is
possible for students to cheat them-
selves to score good grades without
having a thorough understanding
of the coursework, and it happens.
College education is an investment
in human capital in terms of the
"Burn the
Whenever Sept. 11 approaches I
feel a surge of emotions run through
me some of frustration, sadness,
anger and perhaps even hate for what
was done to all
those who died
nine years ago.
While anger is
I
a prevalent emo-
tion for myself,
Elle Bloom and perhaps for
those reading
this, over the years I have tried to
center that anger towards those few
responsible for the event and not gen-
eralize that all Muslims are responsi-
ble for this, because, plain and simple,
they are not.
As the time from Sept. 11, 2001
moves forward, it is safe to say that
my initial emotions have lessoned,
however, I find that a new set of
emotions rise as I learn of ignorance
around me. I am in no way saying
that I am not ignorant about things
around me, I am guilty of living in
the Wooster bubble and accepting it,
but when I learned of Reverend Ter-
ry Jones from Gainesville, FL and his
intention to instate a national "Burn a
Koran Day," I honestly thought it was
a joke. America was founded on the
freedom of speech, but we were also
founded on freedom from religious
persecution, and I, along with many
others nationwide, including our
president and Jones' daughter, find
this abominable and ask him to stop.
Not only is this event disturbing to
many Americans, but it would also
put soldiers' lives in jeopardy who
are still fighting in the Middle East.
Who is to say that' publicly burning
the Koran would not result in retali-
ation against those soldiers? While
the Reverend told the Daily Mail,
r' k i-- i it. ' -- i
s i r zx. r i i ii
..h.j n
Fuguitt. He can be reached at GFuguitt13wooster.edu.
not determine success
monetary resources and time allo-
cated. It is essential to learn and en-
hance our human capital to render
the investment lucrative. In hind-
sight, I recognized that in the-lon- g
run, scoring good grades is far less
important than
the process of
learning and the Education
ability to apply mQre qq boosting these skilIsu--
the concepts in , . 2 mulate to deter- -
practicai life. your numan capital mine 8UcceM in
Over Home-- and leSS about grades a career. Thus,
coming Weekend 0ptinpr for COUrseS tO learnin& shouldlast year, I came , 1
' '
always be offT)DOOSt yOUr brA IS H- I-across numer- - prin,ary con.
ous profession- - appropriate. cern and grades
ally successful ,
Wooster alumni
who were eager to share their sto-
ries. I was surprised to learn that
graduating students with high
GPAs sometimes never make it back
to Wooster. By comparison, gradu-
ating students with relatively low
GPAs often achieve great things
at a fairly early stage in life. This
does not imply that worse grades
are likely to yield greater success; it
simply means that professional suc-
cess cannot be gauged from grades.
After graduation, it is our human
capital that determines our achieve-
ment in practical life.
Job intervfews require commu- -
Koran Day" appalls
"we are prepared to give our lives for
this," I did not read about any sol-
diers agreeing with him. The Rev-
erend wants to stay in comfortable
Gainesville, FL while the soldiers
in Iraq and Afghanistan do the real
work of protecting Americans. Jones
finally agreed to cancel, or postpone,
the Koran burning after fabricating
that Imam Rauf, the man in charge
of the plans to build a Mosque by
Ground Zero, agreed to move the lo-
cation. Rauf claims that Jones and he
never talked.
I know from experience that it can
be difficult to look past the anger and
see the truth and the fact that, even
after nine years, people are still har-
boring feelings of hostility towards
an entire group of people when a se-
lect few are at fault baffles me. As a
country, I think we have come far af-
ter the tragedy of Sept. 1 1, but when
I learn about something like this, it
makes me realize how much further
September
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nicative skills and a sound under-
standing of professional concepts.
Job applications require polished
writing skills. Qualities such as in-
novation, creativity and apt applica-
tion of professional knowledge are
highly regarded
in almost every
should be profession. All
: should come
secondary. In a
nutshell, I feel that college educa-
tion should be more about boosting
your human capital and less about
grades, and therefore opting for
easier courses to boost your GPA is
inappropriate. I do not defy the in-
extricable relation between grades
and human capital. Ideally, grades
in every course are designed to re-
flect the student's ability and perfor-
mance; however, there are ways to
work around this system.
Usman Gul is a senior staff writerfor
the Voice. He can be reached for comment
at UGull3wooster.edu. .
we still have to go. As the pins passed
out on campus say, "Real Americans
Don't Burn Books," and I think this
is a good way to draw attention to
this event. While the burning was
postponed, the actuality that it was
even seriously brought up as an at-
tack on Muslims disgusts me. My
personal feelings about the possibility
of a mosque being built near Ground
Zero are unimportant, the fact that
someone would go as far as to burn
another's holy book in attempt to
make a point shows us who the lesser
person is. While the lives of millions
of Americans changed on Sept. 11,
2001, so did the lives of millions of
Muslims across the world who have
to live with the blame of something
they had nothing to do with and nev-
er supported.
Elle Bloom is a Features editor for the
Voice. She can be reached for comment
at EBlooml lwooster.edu.
Have an opinion?
Viewpoints would love to hear what you think about current events
and issues from campus developments to global news. If you're
interested in writing, or if you'd like to comment on what you've
read here, contact Viewpoints at voiceviewpointswooster.edu, or
email us individually at I IDiorio-Tot- hl lwooster.edu or
The Voice welcomes letters to the rnrrcns!
Letters cannot exceed 3.10 words in length and must be received by
the Voice by .5 p.m. on the Monday before Friday publication.
All letters must be signed, observe standard spelling and gram-
matical rules and include contact information. The Voire reserves
the right to proofread and withhold letters.
Please send letters via e-m- ail to voiceviepoiiUs(.?HvoostcT.eilu.
Letters can also be sent by campus mail to C-- 3 1 Hi, The Wooster
Voice, College of Wooster, Wooster, Oil 4 Ki!)l.
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Campus celebrates peace and diversity
Taylor Keegan & Maggie
Donnelly
Senior Photographer &
Editor-in-Chi-ef
In response to the recent threats
by a Florida pastor, Terry Jones,
to burn the Koran on Sept. 1 1
and in addition to acts of hate to-
wards Muslims, The Center for
Global Engagement and Diversity
brought together faculty and stu-
dents on campus last Thursday to
join the "I'm On Board" campaign.
The purpose of this was not only
for the campus to come together
and make students and faculty
aware of the current off-camp- us
memoriam for Sept. 11, but also
to encourage the student body to
take a stand for mutual respect and
peace with one another.
President Grant Cornwell and
co-direc- tor of CGED, Susan Lee,
spoke about the importance of in-
clusion and harmony among the
members of the College's faculty,
administration and student body.
During this time, President
Cornwell took his pledge and led
the charge to be the first one to
sign the Civility Statement that
hangs in Lowry Center where all
members of the campus are able to
join in support.
Leading up to this speech, pins
were given out in Lowry Center
by students on campus that stat-
ed "Real Americans Don't Burn
Books" in response to the threats
to burn the Koran. Additionally, a .
vigil took place on Saturday eve-
ning that was closely tied to the
"I'm On Board" campaign.
At this time, students, faculty
members and members of the
Wooster
-- community gathered in
Lowry Center to honor those who
died in the 9 1 1 attacks nine years
ago. Students from different orga-
nizations on campus spoke about
tolerance and acceptance of other
cultifres and faiths on campus.
For those who are unfamiliar with
The Civility Statement it reads,
"We pledge to stand united against
hate by creating and contributing
i,
'
.yv.
mist u;l.ii.
Students sign the pledge board after the
kicked off by President Cornwell and
Avoid foods that have some
form of sugar (or sweetener)
listed among the top three
ingredients
Avoid food products contain-
ing ingredients that a third-grad- er
cannot pronounce
Avoid food products that make
health claims
Wvcid food product: with the
ivcr:'j;i ";;:" cr ";:..:..(" ;j th ir
r.. :s
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Going Green Wooster
Excerpted from the f New
York Times Bestseller "Food
Rules, An Eater's Manual" by
Michael Pollan, Pollan shares
some of his secrets to eating
both hcalty and environmentally-fr-
iendly.
Don't eat anthing your great-grandmoth- er
wouldn't recog-
nize
Avoid food products contain-
ing ingredients that no ordinary
human would keep in the
pantry
'Avoid feed pre drieL ic
tain hrh-fr:ctec- e ceracc o
entertain at Party on the Green
3"'A
to safe learning environments in
our community. We respect and
value the commonalities and differ-
ences among us celebrating the
uniqueness of each individual and
recognizing it takes all people to
make a college community."
If you are a student at the Col-
lege and a full supporter of peace-
ful relations and the celebration
of diversity or just want to learn
more, you are encouraged to join
the other students and faculty who
have come "on board" by signing
the Civility Statement in Lowry
Center. Signing will go until Sat-
urday, Sept. 18.
&.& ;awl-
-
"I'm on Board" campaign was
Susan Lee (Photo by Taylor Keegan).
Avoid foods you have seen
advertised on television
Shop the peripherics of the super-
market and stay out of the middle
Eat foods made fern ingredients
that you can picture in their raw
stale cr growing in naturo
Get cut of t!:3s::rcnr.a;ket then-ove- r
yen can
Coy your cools dtl.efamcrs'
mok.t
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Red Cross asks for students
to donate a pint of blood
Hannah Diorio-Tot- h
Viewpoints Editor
Every two seconds someone in the
United States needs blood and, accord-
ing to www.givelife.org, the demand for
blood transfusions is growing faster '
than donations. In response to this
need, the College is again hosting a se-
ries of blood drives through the Red
Cross. The InterrGreek Council has or-
ganized the drives and the Greek com-
munity will be working with the Red
Cross to run them.
The first drive was held Wednesday,
Sept. 15, and Thursday, Sept 16, in
Mackey Hall. It proved to be successful
after groups tabled in Lowry on Mon-
day, Sept 13 and all the scheduling time
slots were filled in less than 24 hours.
The next blood drives will be held on
Nov. 17 and 18 and the coordinators
hope for a similar turn-ou- t. Co-presid- ent
of IGC and co-coordina- tor of the
blood drives, Brittanny Lee "1 1, is con-
fident about this year's series of drives.
'It's good to do the drives early in the
semester as a way to jump-sta-rt the new
school year," she said.
This semester, the College's goal is
set at a collection of 51 pints of blood
per day for the drivea In order to
achieve this goal, 90 to 95 people need
to sign up to donate each day. Unfortu-
nately, a percentage of those people will
be ineligible to donate because of pre-
vious travel, low iron, or their current
medicationa In fact less than 38 per-
cent of the US. population is eligible to
If 'A came from a plant, eat it; if it
was made in a plant, don't
It's not food fit armed tlirough the
window of your car
It's not food if it's called by the
same name in every
languor
Eat only foods that v. ill cvcntual'y rot
Va'y cot (cede V;l have been
ceded by humans
'To IT :"h:o::" "ifor
; ' :. : :0.
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give blood, which is why the Red Cross
encourages all of those who are eligible
to donate.
There are many misconceptions
about what makes one ineligible to do-
nate blood and as college students, we
fall into many of these gray areas. But,
the requirements are a lot simpler than
one might think. Some of the require-
ments, according to www.givelife.org
are that blood donors must be healthy
and at least 17 years old. In Ohio,
16-year--
olds are now allowed to donate
with parental consent Donors 19 and
over must also weigh over 1 10 pounds.
If under 19, a more detailed exaplanai-tio-n
of weight requirements will be
available at the donation site. Recent
tattoos and piercings are not a problem,
as long as they were done in a state li-
censed facility. For those who traveled
abroad it is easy to check if the area you
traveled to still allows you to give blood.
The Red Cross' toll free number, 1-866- -236-3276,
is designed specifically to
answer questions alxnit travel areas. In
order to prevent low iron, be sure to eat
at least two hours before donating, and
include fresh fruits, vegetables and foods
high in protein such as meats and beans.
Because the need for blood in the
United States is constant, donating is a
life-lo- ng form of volunteering that can
really make a difference. Lee explained,
"it's a great way for individuals to give
back to the community." The Red Cross
has easy to access information about the.
entire process of giving blood at www.
givelife.org.
Upcoming
Recycling
Event
If you have any electrical
items you would like to recycle,
the College's Office on Informa-
tion Technology is partnering
with Greenlight LLC to offer
the College's first ever E-Wa- ste
community recycling day during
Scots in Service on Oct. '2 from 8
a.m. to 1 1:30 a.m.
The drop-of- l' is open to stu-
dents as well as the community
and will be located in the Ser-
vice Center parking lot behind
the Wellness Center. Alumni,
IT stall' and Wooster students
will help unload items to lie re-
cycled. Items accepted are all
electronic equipment including
CDs. Ilo) py disks, cell phones,
YC'K.s, computers, monitors, ra-
dios, and more. Tliei e w ill be a
small disposal i luiye l,,r batter-
ies and telev isions.
SECTION editors:s:
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Ingenuity Festival to feature Wooster talent
Emily Timmerman
A&E Editor
The weekend of Sept. 24 marks
the return of the annual
Ingenuity Festival in Cleve-
land. The festival is a cel-
ebration of the arts and
technology through many
different mediums, some of
which include live perfor-
mances, exhibits and inter-
active technology displays.
Both prominent interna-
tional and local performers
will be showcasing their
work; there is expected to
be close to 1 ,000 artists and
musicians. Several current
students, recent alumni and
professors will represent
the College of Wooster at
the festival this year.
James Levin, a professor
in the Theatre and Dance
department at the College,
is the founder and artis
tic director of the festival.
Levin has been collaborat
ing with the festival and The Ingenuity Festival in Cleveland will take place Sept. 24 - 26, showcas
the College simultaneously jng the works of Wooster faculty and students (Photo courtesy of AP).
with logistical aspects ol
the overall planning of the event.
Eight students worked with Levin
this past summer as interns, focusing
on marketing, overall programming,
logistics and scheduling in prepara-
tion for the festival.
Wooster representatives at the
festival include Nana Boamah-Ache-ampo- ng
'11, who will be featuring
his band "Freddie Cool" with fellow
Wooster students and band mem-
bers Brandelle Knights '12, Jacquie
Arcade Fire return to "The
Lee McKinstry
Features Editor
When the title of your album evokes,
at best, manicured lawns and strip
malls, you can't usually be expected
to turn out poignant, orchestral indie
rock that is ready to fill stadiums. But
on 'The Suburbs" Arcade Fire does
just that, lyrically embracing the afore-
mentioned middle-cla- ss imagery while
still maintaining the same grandiose
creative arrangements that made them
indie rock's de facto standard makers.
What makes the album a gem, how-
ever, is the confessional lyrics thai re-
veal a group of people finally facing
adulthood. The band's return to the
suburbs proves touching and nostalgic,
as the members of the Arcade Fire re-
alize it's time to grow up.
The title track ojens the album with
a jangly almost folk-influen- ced guitar
line that is surprisingly understated for
Arcade Fire. Lyrically, the track sets
the tone for the whole album.
In the song, lead singer Win Butler
recounts seeing "kids who want to be
so hard," a reference to the fact that he
himself is no longer a child. "Some-
times, I can't believe it, I'm moving
past the feelings," he continues.
Watching teenagers scream and be
ruled by bouts of irrational passion, he
finally begins to recognize the distance
between him and his youth. It's a song
'
I
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Ramsey Kincannon '12 brings
casual prep to Wooster, using
red, blue and black argyle to
brighten up his look. (Photo by
Linda Kuster'11).
Narnor '12, Darius Dixson '13, Matt
Roberts '11, Chris Andrews '10, Mi-ca- h
Motenko '13, Brandon Pool '12
and Paul Winchester '1 1.
Other Wooster representatives in-
clude Patryk Tenorio '11, who will
be performing some of his DJ work,
Lindsay Phillips '11, who will be
doing an independent dance perfor-
mance and Professor Peter Mowrey,
Associate Professor of Music, who
will have the world premiere of his
opera "Sangreal" at the festival, di-
rected by Wooster Theatre Profes-
sor Shirley Huston-Findle- y and cos-
tumes done by Wooster's Resident
about disenchantment that never feels
bitter, a rare feat in a musical culture
that spends "most of its time outspo-
kenly loathing aging.
The first three songs on the album,
the title track, "Ready to Start" and
"Modern Man," are arguably the best
three on the re--
cording.
"What makes
Readv to
start" offers a however, is the
rare look at how , i , iics that reveal acommercial sue--
cess has affected finally fating
the band, with
band's return to the suburbs
proves touching and nostalgic,
as the members of the Arcade
Fire realize it's time to grow up."
references to
"Business men
who drink my
blood, like the
kids in art school
said they would,"
and the pressure
to make another hit record.
"Modern Man," the best song on the
album, showcases the band's rarely-see- n
subtle side. Stripping down the
instrumentation, Butler's voice guides
the track, singing quietly alwut the
struggle of a man trying to become
society believes he should be.
The song showcases a great sense of
control, with low-ke-y guitar work and
Butler's over-dubb- ed vocals the main
focus. Around the bridge, chugging
guitars begin to let in more feedback,
but never explode, and this understat-
ed mood reflects the inner battle Butler
Costume DesignerCostume Man-
ager Charlene Gross. Finally, recent
alum Allison Wadleigh '10 will be
showcasing her I.S. play "Facebook
1
1
1
!
Me," cast exclusively by current
Wooster students.
"Wooster is all over the festival,"
commented Levin. Yet this amount
of involvement by the College is
unusual; last year's festival did not
showcase any Wooster student's
work at all.
A combination of student initia-
tive and personal invitation drew
students to the opportunity this
year. "By virtue of me being here, 1
Suburbs, "face adulthood
sings about, describing a man who's
"waiting" to "not be wasted."
The lyrics, in fact, are what make
'The Suburbs" great. As all of the
band's memliers enter their thirties,
they allow us to see their bouts of pre-
mature nostalgia without ever slipping
into self--
the album a gem, Plt:J
uidement
confessional lyr-- "i wish i
could haver igroup of people loved you
adulthood. The then, before
our age was
through,"
Butler
sings on
"City With
No Chil-
dren," fac--
ing the re-
grets he ran away from in his teens and
twenties, and recognizing that the time
to act is past.
The continued references to the
"kids" he feels so far from especially
on the banger "Month of May," which
shows us a group of adults that now
feel more aligned with their parents
' than the teens on the corner is a
shift for Arcade Fire, a band which is
known for its explosive, almost child-
like euphoria and references to strug-
gles they faced as "kids" themselves.
The insight into their maturation is
elevates the album to greatness.
Wooster Street Style
became aware of the cool art...here,"
said Levin, and the increased student
involvement in the festival was
The College is looking
into potentially coordinat
ing a shuttle system or bus
to and from Cleveland so
that more of the students
coukl participate in the
weekend's activities. How-
ever, no permanent plans
for such accommodations
have been established.
' The festival is free of
charge for the first time to
the public, but donations
to the organization are ap-
preciated. The venues and
performance areas will
be spread throughout the
subway level of the Vet-
erans Memorial (Detroit
Superior) Bridge in Down-
town Cleveland.
While there will be six
large performance stages
set up, exhibits and shows
will be tucked in every
possible space around the
square, and the potential
remains that 30 to 40 ex
hibits could be occurring simultane
ously.
lhere will be such a dizzying
amount of things to choose from,'
said Levin, in order to see the most
of the available exhibits, it will be
beneficial to plan ahead.
An online schedule ot the per
formances and exhibits, as. well as
more information about the festival,
is available online at ingenuitycleve- -
land.org
'The Suburbs," however, is not per
fect. Butler's voice is arguably one of
the best of a new millenium where in-
die rock is increasingly becoming king.
At times wistful and nostalgic, then
defiant and full of anguish, the man
defines poignancy without even trying.
On tracks when he does not lead, the
sound is still undeniably Arcade Fire,
but the melody lacks anchor.
An example of this is when his
wife, Regine Chassagne, sings lead on
"Empty Room," an aimless track that
lacks the passion of the rest of the al
bum.
The orchestral flourishes which
earned the band its "baroque pop"
moniker are still there, mostly to great
effect, but sometimes the overflow of
accordions, cellos, and hurdy gurdies
can be a little distracting.
Still, for all the lush crescendoes and
elaborate movements that could span
arenas (and have, as the band played
Madison Square Garden this summer),
Arcade Fire never loses the urgent in-
timacy and buoyancy that have become
their trademark.
With many current bands equating
deepness to depression, Arcade Fire
face their disenchantment with charm
and welcoming arms to any who are
also letting go of their childhood. The
band doesn't deny the sadness of look-
ing back, they only know the power
company and self-reflecti- on have in
banishing the darkness.
Wooster Street Style spotted Ramsey Kincannon '12, looking dapper in jeans and an argyle sweater. Here
he gives his take on how indie rock has influenced his style, and the comfy kicks he just discovered.
How would you describe your style?
My "style" focuses on comfort just as much (or maybe more) than looks. I take a few cues from my
favorite bands (The National, TV on the Radio) and what I see people wearing around, but my only
rule is that if it's not comfortable, I'm not wearing it.
How has your style changed over the years?
In high school, I was anti-styl- e, probably because my mom always told me that the sign of a well-dress- ed
man was his polo. When I got to the college, I decided to start dressing nicer, and with some
tips from Dan Casto, I started wearing khakis, stopped only wearing t-sh- irts with funny slogans on
them, and this year I took the next step by buying a pair of Clarks, which are so incredibly comfortable
that I can't believe I haven't been wearing them all this time!
Some artists' image remain consis
tent over time, and others transform
and take on a more complex and un- -
apologetic look. The Barbados singer
Robyn "Rihan-na- "
Fenty has
evolved and
matured over
time through
her sound and
looks. The
GEORGE MYATT singer's claim ,
to fame really
took off w ith the release of her song.
'Umbrella" in summer 2007. She was
edgy, made bolder fashion statements ;
and had shorter hair.
With the recent release of her new
single, "Only Girl (In the World),"
now number one on iTunes' Top 10
Singles chart, the red-head- ed Ri-han- na
is pushing forward with the
launch of her new album "Loud"
later this year.
'Only Girl" is destined to become ,
a club hit, but alter listening to the
song, I realized something: she re-
leased an album last November, and
she still has' some great songs that
could have an impact on . the air
waves.
Why is she about to finish produc
ing a new line-u-p of music when .
there is already some great material
to share with the rest of the world?
Her fourth album, "Rated R," re
leased Nov. 23, 2009, has in my opin
ion gone largely unrecognized by
the general public. The album was
a much harder, honest and angry al-
bum, separating itself far from her
dance club hits.
The singer's darker and intense i
songs were inspired by dramatic
events in the artist's personal life:
Rihanna became a victim of do-
mestic violence after being beaten
severely by her ex-boyfri- end Chris
Brown in 2009.
This single incident completely al-ter- ed
the direction of her music and
her attitude. Throughout the rest of
2009, she developed "Rated R," col-
laborating with Justin Tiniberlake,
rapper Young Jeezy and will. i. am
from the Black Eyed Peas. I down-
loaded the full album from iTunes
and I was amazed with how exten-
sive and imaginative her songs were
I was almost listening to a com-
pletely new style of music.
"Russian Roulette," her darkest
song and the first single, was haunt-
ing but hypnotic, making me believe
this was used as an outlet for the
singer to recount the night she was
hurt by Chris Brown. "I lard," featur-
ing Young Jeezy, was another suc-
cessful single for the singer, allow-
ing her to make a bold statement: I'm
loud and tough, don't mess with me.
But her most successful single from
this album has been "Rude Boy,"
which is undeniably fun, catchy and
naughty.
I would recommend anyone who
has not heard all of Rihanna's songs
from "Rated R" to listen to it. This
is one of the those alliums that has
stories and a unique personality in
every song.
A majority of the music is raw and
loud, but you'll find some smooth,
soulful and emotional tunes that
you'll enjoy, such as "Te Amo," "Cold
Case of Love," and "Firebomb." It
is a shame that Rihanna is not re
leasing these songs in particular as
singles. But pop stars have to stay on
top of their game, which results in
releasing fresh material in a timely
fashion to remain number one. I ac-
cept that fact that the "Rated R" era
is over. I have high hopes though
that the "Loud" era for Rihanna will
further advance her career and vi-
sion as an artist.
George Myatt is an Arts s? Enter-
tainment Editor for the Voice. He can
be readied for comment at gmyattll
wooster.edu
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2010 VMAs continue
George Myatt
A&E Editor
The producing and broadcasting
of an awards show is both stressful
and expensive for most TV networks
which broadcast the Oscars, the To-
nys, the Enimys and the Grammys.
However, there is one awards show
that stands out as a constant crowd
pleaser with a carefree and relaxed
attitude. ,
This past Sunday, MTV aired the
2010 Video Music Awards (VMAs),
which was broadcast live 'from the
Taylor Swift performed her
new song "Innocent" for the
first time (Photo courtesy
AP).
Nokia Theater in Los Angeles, Cali-
fornia. Hosted by comedian Chelsea
Handler, famous for her TV show
"Chelsea Lately," the VMAs once
again captured the hype and spirit
of celebrating the achievement of
artists who went above and beyond
to create great music videos.
The show opened with Eminem
rapping to l m Not
Afraid" in what ap-
peared to be a small
dark corner of a
nightclub.
Then, the walls be-
hind him opened up
and revealed the stage
to the VMAs, sending
the crowd of teenag-
ers and young adults
into a frenzy. It was i
an impressive trick,
and Eminem proved
that he still can de-
liver a great perfor-
mance. But, he wasn't
done yet.
After finishing a
part of his song, the
camera then imme-
diately
Usher
switched to songs "DJ
Rihanna on the other
side of the stage. With long red
hair and a messed up baby dollold
Hollywood dress, she began to sing,
"Love the Way You Lie," the popular
single she collaborated earlier with
Eminem.
Her performance with Eminem
was electrifying and powerful. Ri-
hanna almost did not make it to the
VMAs this year because she was
filming the movie "Battleship" in
Hawaii.
After receiving a call from Emi-
nem to help him perform the song
All three songs were well-receiv- ed
' by the crowd who chanted the lyrics
in time (or close to it) with the band.
"I really like that he covered my fa-
vorite song of all time "Fishin' In
The Dark" the crowd really got
into the show after he played that,"
said fan Gina Colucci '11.
Full of charisma and spunk, Bryan
Luke Bryan charms audience with
AnaBaggiano
Sports Editor
"I'll tell you what country is . . .
Wooster, Ohio y'all!" proclaimed
country artist Luke Bryan who per-
formed at the Wayne County Fair
Monday evening. He went onstage
tw ice to perform to a very crowded
grandstand at both 6:30
and 8:;l() p.m.
His H:.S0 p.m. set list
featured chart singles
"We Rode in Trucks,"
"All My Friends Say,"
and "Country Man" from
his '2007 debut album
"I'll Stay Me."
Bryan also played
more recent hits from
his 200!) album "Doin"
My Thing," includ-
ing "Drinkin Beer and
Wastin' Bullets," "Do I,"
"Someone Else Calling
You Baby" and "Rain is a
Good Thing." Luke
Bryan did not just limit
his show to his own music. (Photo
He waltzed on stage to the
opening of Kanye West's "Love Lock-dow- n"
and also covered Nitty Gritty
Dirt Band's "Fishin' In The Dark"
and Metallica's "Enter Sandman."
Bryan wows the crowd with his
by Ana Baggiano).
strummed away while belting out
some of country's hottest tracks.
Modestly dressed in classic coun-
try garb (boots, jeans and a tee, and
True
the
gave
Sept
her
work.
work
v
:
r
(..
mance, featuring the host Handler in
her robe, trying to walk down a hall
and not get slapped from behind by
all the people she passed by.
It was pretty funny at first, but it
got very interesting when she ran
into Lindsay Lohan. Lohan stopped
Handler and confronted her saying
she "had a problem" and needed to
straighten up. The clip essentially was
poking fun at Lohan's problems with
alcohol, which personally felt old.
With a switch back to the main-stag- e,
"Bad Romance" blasted
a baseball cap), Bryan swayed his
hips and flirted with an audience of
screaming female fans.
The women in the crowd were not
the only pleased fans. .
"I liked how he covered some clas-
sic bands such as Metallica, Nitty
Gritty Dirt Band, and Brooks and
Dunn while still playing his old
hits and his new
single," stated John
Ross '11.
The show was
not solely music,
however. In be-
tween songs, Bry-
an bantered with
,V,"- -
.the audience for
longer than most
concert perform-
ers. In one par-
ticular stint, Bryan
commented on the
wafting smell of
Lerch's Donuts
stand, located next
to the grandstand.band mates After comment
ing on the difficul-t- y
of singing while
smelling Lerch's, Bryan was soon
presented with boxes of donuts from
anxious fans.
"Damn, that's good. These are
ft
The
Wooster
Voice
to shock and inspire music lovers
once more, she gave in, quickly flew
to LA, rehearsed with the rapper
and then performed with grace.
Some could mark this as her come-
back performance since she was ab-
sent at the last VMAs, and she de-
livered. It was a short performance,
and a great opening.
A TV clip then ran after the perfor- -
' "-
-'
'
.
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-
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performs at the VMAs, showcasing his talent by singng his hit
Got US Fallin' in Love" and "OMG" (Photo courtesy of AP).
Diana Joseph reads an excerptfrom her new manuscript
Diana Joseph, author of the memoir "I'm Sorry You Feci That Way: Th 3 Astonishing but
Story of a Daughter, Sister, Slut, Wi:e, Mother end Friend to Man C De- -; which wen
2010 Great Lakes Colleges Association New Writers Award fer Cl ;. e Ncii-Fictio- n,
a reading from the first two chrt-r- s cf her moat recent rr.arw : ;:, t c n ::J.:.y
12 to an audience of r.pprox':m:-.'.:!- y f.fly Woccter ctuder.te, pre.', r.e.e, end local citi- -
Her work consistently cl v. ith t! , : r '
inept ability to relate tho c'.eii e wi'.h r
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through the sound system, and out
came Handler, dressed in a fluffy
gown, wearing a house on her head.
It was funny, when the garage door
was opened to reveal her face, and
then subsequently released a dove
from under her skirt, but it would
have been even funnier if she
screamed, "Chelsea in da House!"
Sadly, she didn't.
I'll, admit that Handler is a funny
lady, but her standup routine on
stage was sub-p-ar and seemed to
barely generate any laughs from the
audience with her mediocre jokes.
I had a problem with the graphics
used to present sample clips of the
nominated music videos.
Every shot was somehow covered
by text, which was usually the name
of the song.
I was not watching for MTV to
produce some cool graphic tricks on
a soulful performance
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warm. That is so, so awesome."
Bryan announced. "This is like
some Paula Dean stuff," he spoke
mid-che- w. A couple of the remain-
ing donuts aided in Bryan's onstage
debauchery, such as the donut he
launched at his drummer in the mid-
dle of a song.
Ending with a very interactive
performance of "All My Friends
Say," where fans were encouraged to
'en:h:po cho has had with rr.en r a j fa.mily, yet;: ien ra t sincerity r.-.- a J ace:, ; ! xitytohcr
y"cei; i ' Jcfacc': ;t':ncf( . , while tho
a, t
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the screen, I wanted to see the video.
What made the VMAs memorable
this year were the performances.
Justin Beiber performed outside
the Nokia Theater, and successfully
wooed and awed his adoring fans.
I was impressed with how well
he played the drums at the end, not
many pop artists these days jump
right into playing an instrument
during a performance.
Usher's performance featuring
his latest singles was stunning
and wild and fused smoothly with
his stupendous dancing. He might
have borrowed some elements of
the Black Eyed Peas electronic and
futuristic themes, but he pulled it
off beautifully.
However, Kanye West's perfor-
mance was boring and painful to
watch; maybe he should take some
lessons from Taylor Swift.
Lady Gaga was the favorite of
the night, winning eight awards,
including Video of the Year. She
was given the award by Cher, and
donned an-a- ll meat costume. She
stated that if she won this award
this night, she would announce the
name of her new album.
Her album is appropriately titled
"Born this Way," and proceeded to
belt out the first few lines of the
title song wholeheartedly. There
are some artists who can produce a
greart album but sound awful live.
But for Lady Gaga, she proved at
this moment that she can deliver
on command
J'll be watching the VMAs
again next fall to see who takes
the lead and dominates the show.
You can watch the full broadcast
of the VMAs at mtv.comontv
vma2010
sing along, Bryan winded down the
show. Before leaving the stage, he
sang some of the final lines of the
song sans band.
The intimacy of "All My Friends
Say" was the perfect ending for the
smaller, friendly fair atmosphere of
the show.
Luke Bryan will continue his Farm
Tour 2010 with a stop in Valdosta,
Georgia on September 28,h.
1." Her
1
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Wooster soccer remains undefeated with 5-- 0 record
AnaBaggiano
Sports Editor
This fall, the College of Wooster
Men's soccer team has managed to
dominate their opponents, remain-
ing undefeated throughout two
weeks of competition. Though it has
come close, as witnessed in the Scot's
overtime match against Westminster
nearly two weeks ago, men's soccer's
record remains untarnished.
"Against Westminster, both teams
played very strong during regula-
tion time, but when the game went
to sudden death overtime we all
came together and pulled through as
a team," said forward Luke Koniarc-zy-k
'14. Before overtime, the score
was two-al- l, with goals by Wooster
players Noah Wagemann '14 and
Yousef Aliakbar '11. Scoring. for
Westminster College were David
Osae '14 and Jarred Smeltzer '11.
Aliakbar, who plays bpth midfield
and forward, also scored the game-winni- ng
goal in overtime with only
1 1 seconds left on the clock.
Though credited with the goal,
Aliakbar modestly stated, "It is al-
ways tough to force your body to
ignore fatigue when going into
overtime, but I believe the team as a
whole stepped up brilliantly to earn
a win." Fatigued or not, the team
was able to perform and added an-
other win to their record with a fi- -
-
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Members of the Wooster men's soccer team practice on Monday afternoon in preparation
for their game against Muskingum this past Tuesday (Photo by Linda Kuster).
nal score of 3-- 2. After Westminster, 3-- 0 record., ' Malone in a 1- -0 victory. However,
the Scots entered their next match To continue the winning streak the the win did not come easily. Koniar-again- st
Malone University with a following week, Wooster surpassed czyk said, "That entire game was a
canaas ciomir-at-e spo, 'i:s
Ilex Pyan, tin' bead coach of the
Cs't-- w Yoik Ji ts, is famous lor hav
ing a ueicnse
that at taiks,
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the hookTV showmovie "Fri-
day Night Lights" takes place - are
scattered across the country. High
school athletes in Texas 5A schools
(the highest level of competition in
his.'i school) are given their own "tu-
tors," who do their homework for
them. W
Derrick Pose, the star guard for
the Pulls, didn't take an SAT in high
sihoiil. Someone rise did it fur him.
College sports take the scandal to a
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dogfight and both of our teams had
great opportunities to capitalize."
The game resulted in two impor-
tant firsts for Scot players Taylor
Takacs '12 and Koniarczyk. Goal-
keeper Takacs tallied his first shut-
out of the season with seven saves
and Koniarczyk scored the first goal
of his collegiate career, just minutes
before the end of the game's half.
Koniarczyk attributes his goal to the s
prior day's practice which focused on
corner kicks. After what Koniarczyk
called Aliakbar's kick "an excellent
ball in from the corner," he was
able to make contact and "put "the
ball away." With the goal, the Scots
continued the streak, standing firm-
ly at 4-- 0.
Three days later, the Fighting
Scots traveled out of conference
to contest, then undefeated, Musk-
ingum University. Once again, the
Scots squeaked by with a 1- -0 win.
Aliakbar pushed the ball into the net
in the game's 37th minute, thus re-
cording his third goal of the season.
Takacs also earned his second-consecuti- ve
shutout of the year. "Get-
ting a shutout against both of those
teams Malone and Muskingum is
a good accomplishment considering
they had some dangerous guys up
front," commented midfielder Patrick
Swaney '13.
The Fighting Scots will take on
Bethany College tomorrow at 3:30.
Volleyball continues to challenge non-NCA- C opponents
Margaret Donnelly
Editor in Chief
Wooster volleyball continued
its strong start to the season play-
ing against worthy competitors,
advancing to 3-- 6 after competing
in the Marcia French Memorial
Tournament last Friday and SatT
urday, which hosted nine NCAA
Div. Ill schools and was co-host- ed
by Baldwin-Walla- ce College and
Case Western Reserve University.
The Fighting Scots finished
with decisive wins over Francis-
can University (25-2- 0, 25-1- 7, 25-1- 8)
and John Carroll University
(25-2- 1, 25-1- 3, 25-1- 6) and" losing
in a five-s- et tiebreaker with Baldwin--
Wallace (25-2- 3, 26-2- 4, 25-2- 2,
25-2- 0, 15-- 1 1) and to Case West-
ern Reserve (25-1- 9, 25-2- 2, 26-24- ).
"Last weekend we played well
and beat the teams we knew we
could," said Margaret Raabe '12.
"We had some great moments as
a team where everyone was play-
ing together and playing our best.
The next step is turning those
moments into entire games."
Raabe said the Scots' biggest
issue was letting small mistakes
undermine the team's confidence
r j '
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The Scot's Volleyball team competes in a very intense
match. (Photo Courtsey of Wooster Archieves)
in its competitive losses. "If we
can eliminate those... we can be
unstoppable," she added.
Kelley Johnson ' 1 3 played a crit-
ical role in Wooster's wins over
the weekend, and after setting a
career-hig- h 48 digs in Wooster's
five-s- et match against Baldwin-Walla- ce
was named to the all-tourna- ment
team.
The Fighting Scots controlled
the court against Franciscan, re-
lying on hitters Melissa Morgan
'13 (14 kills, 11 digs) and Erin"
Webster '13 (11 kills, 18 digs).
Webster recorded 30 kills and 47
digs in Friday's matches alone,
with 19 kills and 19 digs in the
five-s- et match against
The Scots started the second
day strong with a clear win over
John Carroll. Hitter Zoe Zwe-g- at
'14 added five more blocks to
her team-leadi- ng total and eight
kills, while Lizzi Beal '12 added
27 assists and 12 digs on the day.
Wooster looked strong against
Case Western Reserve in its com-
petitive loss. Its players contin-
ued to show off their play-maki- ng
and scoring capabilities, as
Morgan and Webster each tallied
ten kills and middle-hitt- er Erica
Skillman '14 added eight kills.
The Scots will look to build on
its earlier losses against strong
competitors to prepare for re-
matches later this season when
they, face Case Western Reserve
and John Carroll.
"Now that we have seen those
teams once this season and are
continuing to grow as a team,
there is no reason we shouldn't
take them down later this sea-
son," said Raabe.
Although the Scots' season
has consisted of non-conferen- ce
games and they will play five
more before entering NCAC play,
they regard the games as equally
important.
"Facing some of the best com
petition in the country early in
the season will really have us
prepared for conference play,"
said Raabe. "We would rather
play tough competition and may-
be not come out on top, than play
easy teams, win, and then not be
prepared for the level of com-
petition when conference play
starts."
On Wednesday night the Scots
defeated Muskingum University
at New Concord, Ohio in a five-s- et
match (25-1- 8, 25-1- 9, 25-2- 2,
25-1- 9, 15-1- 0), improving their
record to 4-- 6.
Tonight and tomorrow the
Scots will host the Kilt Classic
Tournament in Timken Gymna-
sium at Wooster, Ohio. Tonight
Wooster will face La Roche Col-
lege (2-- 5) at 5 p.m. and Capital
University (5-- 5) at 8 p.m.
Tomorrow they will meet
Westminster College (4-- 4) on the
court at 10:30 a.m. and Defiance
College (2-- 7) at 1:30 p.m. Fol-
lowing the weekend tournament,
Wooster will look to avenge its
earlier loss to Case Western Re-
serve last weekend on its home
court on Tuesday at 7 p.m.
Field hockey splits
weekend matches
Mike Haggerty
Sports Editor
After achieving their first victory
of the season last Tuesday against
Denison University, the Wooster
field hockey team was eager to add
a few more dashes to the victory col-
umn this weekend as they went on
the road to face both Wittenberg
University (l-- l) and DePauw Uni-
versity (5-0- ).
Last Saturday the Scots faced
archrival Wittenberg University
in a fierce match up against former
Wooster assistant coach Kelley Hub-b- el
who recently took over as head
coach for the Wittenberg Tigers.
The Scots scored early in the match
as Amanda Artman '10 took advan-
tage of a penalty stroke at 1 1:32 in
the first half to score her third goal
of the season.
After this early score however,
the Scots could not manage to put
points on the board for much of
the first half. Fortunately, the Scots'
defense kept the tigers scoreless
for the entire first half. As the half
came to a close the Scots finally re-
gained their offensive prowess and
scored on two impressive goals in a
65 second period.
Nikki Sever '14 scored the first
goal of her colligate carrier after re-
ceiving a pass from Stephanie Stan-de- ra
'11 with only 6:35 left on the
clock. Only a few second later, Eileen
Barrer ' 1 1 found the back of the cage
with her fist goal of the season on an
assist from Amanda Graeser '13.
Although the Scots were unable to
score the rest of the match, the Wit-
tenberg Tigers only scored one goal
late in the game. With 1 1:35 left on
the clock Wittenberg's Boo Vernon
'11 managed to tap in a deflection,
giving the Tigers their only point of
the match. The Scots' defense held
the Tigers to just 14 total shots and
goalie Liz Plumey Ts made six saves
to push Wooster to a very impressive
victory.
Unfortunately, Wooster was un-
able to keep up its victorious streak
against DePauw University on Sun-
day. Despite holding DePauw to only
pne goal and eight shots, the Scots
could not gain an ounce of offensive
momentum and lost 0--1. The game
proved to be a defensive match up, as
only 10 total shots were credited in
the match and neither team managed
to establish offensive consistency.
This weekend the Scots travel to
Kenyon College to take on the La-
dies. Kenyon won the NCAC tourna-
ment in both 2007 and 2006.
After watching tlie first week Na- -
ional Football League (rallies, I've
ome to some conclusions alxnit this
season.
Let's
begin
with the
AFC.
Monday
night's
uranam .lmmcrman game
between
the New
i'ork Jets and the Baltimore Ravens'
proved two things. One, quarterback
Vlark Sanchez amassed an incredibly
Iveak 60 total yards of passing and
prided 1- -1 1 on third downs.
This offense is not only a liability to
the Jets' Super Bowl hopes, but more
nportantly getting out of their divi
sion alive, as they'll find out when they
attle AFC East rival New England
'atriots next week. The Ravens on the
bther hand, played stronger than pre
dicted. Off-seas- on acquisition Anquan
Boldin finished with 36 more receiv- -
ng yards than the entire Jets offense,
tnd at the ripe age of 3.5, Ray Lewis
ind the Ravens defense held strong fo
;heir reputation.
I have the Ravens finishing first in
frhe North and will represent the AFC
Friday, September 17, 010
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Fighting Scotsall to
Wabash Braves 21-1- 7
Ben Christ
Voice Staff
Last season the Fighting Scots
played host to the Wabash Braves
in a very exciting game that came
down to the wire. Unfortunately,
the Scots lost that game in the
waning few minutes. History re-
peated itself when the Scots played
an entertaining game against Wa-
bash last weekend only to come
up short in the final minutes to
lose 21-1- 7. Wabash dominated the
game early on as their quarterback'
Chase Belton threw for two touch-
downs in the first half leaving the
Scots down 14-- 7. As the Scots
entered the fourth quarter, they
found themselves down by a score
of 21-- 7.
But, as is commonly said, it's
not over till it's over. The Scots
never gave up, and began a fierce
comeback. Robert Flagg '12 ran
22 yards for a touchdown to bring
it within seven, and Russ Palm '11
added a field goal to make it 21-1- 7
with just under four minutes
left to play. The defense forced a
punt and gave it back to the Scots
with three minutes left. The come
The number of games
the Wooster men's soc-
cer team has lost so far
this season. The tean has
net L.i.l this f.ooJ cf a re- -
rJ at the start cf a sca
n's tern was a very i
Ive 7-- 2.
;r. is ;:';d t!.? j
r ( 1
ri t
(r'iicto Ly cf AP).
in the Si !j 'it Bowl. The Jets will fini sh
behind the New England Patriots in
the AFC F.ct. New England's wide
receiver Wes Welker returned from
last season's injury as the catalyst in
the Patriots thumping over the hype
machine Cincinnati Bengals, who got
limited production out of their off-
season acquisition wide receiver Ter-
rell Owens. In the AFC South, the
back ended however, as after three
straight incomplete passes, quar-
terback Richard Barnes '14 threw
an interception on fourth down to
end the game. Overall, this was
a much better performance by
Wooster despite coming up short.
While this would' ve been a great
win for the young Wooster team,
the amount of fight they showed
after falling behind 21-- 7 is promis-
ing for the rest of the season.
Barnes '14 had another solid efJ
fort going 15-for-- 29 for 184 yards
with two interceptions. In addition
,he had 52 yards rushing and one
touchdown on the ground. Barnes
has looked good in these last two
games and has earned his start-
ing spot. On the ground, Flagg
'12 had another good performance,
carrying the ball 17 times for a to-
tal of 86 yards and one touchdown.
Mike Redick'l 1 had six catches for
66 yards, Cameron Daniels '12 had
five catches for 72 yards, and Jor-
dan Mclntyre '13 had two catches
for 19 yards. Overall, the offense
had a strong game, putting up 295
yards.
The defense struggled early, giv-
ing up 14 points in the first quar- -
Baltimore Rave :i's Li ne- -
bac!.:r Ray Lev, i s's j:r scy
Hurler. On T.Ic- - . -- y r! t
Ray Lewis '.li- -
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I ii' l;,i napol is Col i s .shouldn't worry
lo!'.owi;".; their loss to the I! m n
Tixans. They'e f i x- - 1 a bad run de- -
f-ns- c
1-efiit-
.-, and they'll slill finch lirst
in the South aluad of Arian I'o.vr
and the Texans. Alter Monday nil hfs
humiliating loss to tin; Kansas Ciiy
Chiefs, the predestined AFC Y. :.t
champs San Diego Charters have a
lot of questions to answer, including
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Wooster Scots participate in special teams practice following
.
College (Photo by Scott Kugel).
ter and 21 altogether in the first
half. But, the defense tightened
up in the second half only allow-
ing one touchdown in the third
quarter to allow the Scot offense
to give them a chance to win the
game. Linebacker Dan Terhune
'12 had a stand-o- ut game, record-
ing three sacks on the quarter-
back, one shy of the school record.
Terhune also recorded seven tack
After a first week bye, Pick 'em
has returned with your two favorite
Wooster sports editors, Ana Baggia-n- o
and Mike Haggerty, who will pick
winners for the NFL and NCAA
matchups in the upcoming week.
As the season progresses, we will
keep track of their progress. Think
.they've picked the wrong teams?
Feel free to "voice" your opinions at
voicesportswoaster.edu.
Standings
Ana (AB) 0-- 0
Mike (MH) 0-- 0
NFL
Sunday, Sept 19th
(MH, AB, ) Pittsburgh at Tennesse
Miami at Minnesota (MH, AB)
(AB) Arizona at Atlanta(MH)
(MH, AB) Baltimore at Cincinnati
(AB)KansasCityat Cleveland(MH)
Chicago at Dallas(MH, AB)
(MH, AB)Philadelphia at Detroit
BufTalo at Green Bay(MH, AB)
Tampa Bay at Carolina(MH, AB)
(AB) Seattle at Denver(MH)
(MI I) St. Louis at Oakland (AB)
(AB) 1 louston at Washington(MI I)
as
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les, four of which were for a loss,
totaling 31 yards. Hector Clavijo
'12 also had a big game recording
eleven total tackles with one for
a loss. Quin Hood '14 and Petey
Jeffy '14 each had an interception.
Overall, the Scots did a much
better job of getting at the quar-
terback, sacking him four times,
and forcing two interceptions. In
order for the Scots to start getting
(AB)New England at NY Jets(MH)
(MH)Jacksonville at San Diego
(AB)
NY Giants at Indianapolis(MH,
AB)
Monday, Sept 20th
(MH, AB) New Orleans at San
Francisco
NCAA Div. 1
Thursday, Sept. 16th
(MH, AB)Cincinnati at N.C. State
Friday, Sept. 17th
(MH, AB)Kansas at Southern
Miss.
(MH, AB)California at Nevada
Saturday, Sept. 18th
Ohio at No. 2 Ohio State (MH, AB)
(MH, AB)No.l2 Arkansas at Geor
gia
Mass. at No. 20 Michigan(MH,
AB)
Maryland at No. 21 West Va.(MH,
AB)
Kent State at No. 22 Penn
.State(MII.AB)
(MH.AB)No.l Bama at Duke
Air Force at No.7 Oklahoma(MH,
AB)
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Saturday's loss to Wabash
wins, they have to stop giving up
early leads.
This week, the Scots open their
home schedule against Oberlin this
Saturday at 1 p.m. at John P. Papp
Memorial Field. Last season the
Scots trounced Oberlin 52-- 7. This
game marks the Scots first loss in
the North Coast Athletic Confer-
ence and their second loss of the
season.
(MH, AB)No.8 Nebraska at Wash
ington
(AB) No. 10 Florida at Tenn. (MH)
Arizona St. at No. 1 1 Wisconsin
(MH, AB)
(MH,AB)No.l8USCatMinne
sota
Baylor at No.4 TCU (MH, AB)
Louisville at No.25 Oregon St.
(MH, AB)
Portland State at No.5 Oregon
(MH, AB)
Furman at No. 13 South Carolina
(MH, AB)
Miss. St. at No. 15 LSU (MH, AB)
Clemson at No. 1 6 Auburn (MH,
AB)
(MH, AB)No.3 Boise State at Wyo
ming
(MH, AB)No.6 Texas at Texas
Tech
(MH, AB)No.l4 Utah at New
Mexico
(MH, AB)No.9 Iowa at Arizona St.
No.24
(AB)No.23 Houston at UCLA(MH)
(MH)Wake Forest at No.i9 Stan
'ford (AB)
